
2 Timothy, week 3  
Based on pp. 37-46 of Raymond Brown, The Churches the Apostles Left Behind (Paulist 
Press, 1984). 

When my ashes scatter, says John, “there is left on earth 
No one alive who knew (consider this!) 
—Saw with his eyes and handled with his hands 
That which was from the first, the Word of Life. 
How will it be when none more saith, ‘I saw’?” 

—Robert Browning,  
from A Death in the Desert,  

about the death of John,  
traditionally the youngest apostle 

 

1. At the last meeting we discussed what might be called the “chain of belief”. In 2 
Timothy, this is the sequence of people through whom the Gospel passed to get to 
Timothy: Paul to Lois to Eunice to Timothy. (In other cases “tree of belief” might 
be more appropriate.) Paul uses this chain as a way to motivate Timothy, as he 
also used it to motivate the Thessalonians.  

Who is in your chain of belief? 

2. Brown says “The Pastoral Epistles, shaped by doctrinal crisis, are often read 
without context as offering a universal and unconditioned policy. Truly pastoral 
policy, rather, requires a relaxation of such stringent controls when the crisis has 
passed” (39).   

a. Is the North American evangelical church in a time of crisis such as would 
make tight control (à la the Pastorals) necessary? How about the CRC?  

b. How much flexibility does our church allow in entertaining new teaching? 

3. Brown says “At certain times the greatest peril facing a well-ordered institutional 
church is not the peril of new ideas but the peril of no ideas” (40).  

a. Do you agree? Can you think of such a time?  

b. What issues facing the Church today call for flexibility beyond what the 
Pastorals would allow? Are there areas in the modern church where new 
ideas are lacking? 

4. Based on the article discussed last time, What American Teenagers Believe, is 
the Pastoral template a good one for raising children in the faith? 

5. In the modern church the gap between the clergy (the teaching class) and the 
laity is much wider than in Paul’s time, because of the much larger Church 
history and tradition. The transition from laity to clergy requires about three 
years of full-time seminary training as a result.  
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a. Is this why our denomination goes beyond even the restrictions of the 
Pastorals by forbidding all but the minister of the Word, and those 
specially licensed, from preaching? 

b. Given our modern context, would you change the teaching/eldership 
requirements of the Pastorals?  

c. Would Paul have made a good elder in 67 A.D.? How about now? Why did 
he, as Brown points out, make a job description for elder which would 
have excluded himself? 

6.  “In fact they make no structural provision for ongoing mission activity; and the 
thrust toward such highly prudential leaders, holding on to the past, creates an 
orientation that is not going to favor the innovations necessary for dynamic 
mission” (42). Do you agree? Why do you suppose, in the Anglican church, the 
mission field (especially Nigeria) is producing orthodox believers, while the 
“mother” church is failing to reject heresy? 
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